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Abstract—Day to day internet is widely used in every area and field. User get more depend on internet for getting any kind of information or data. In web log repository, the record of different web user’s web using patterns are get stored, which are great source of knowledge about user’s navigation. With increasing the use of internet, the number of web sites and web pages are increasing also, discovering, understanding and manufacturing web users’ surfing behavior are essential for the development of successful web recommendation systems. Web usage mining is a one part of data mining. The different mining techniques are applied to web log data for finding user’s interesting patterns, it means in which patterns user want to access web pages and websites. In this paper I reviewed some graph based techniques such as graph traversal algorithm, sequential pattern mining algorithm, mining web usage data graph, mining pruned graph traversal algorithm for frequent web user access pattern using for mining surfing pattern.

Index Terms - Mining Frequent Sequential Access Patterns, Throughout-surfing patterns(TSP), Web log data, web recommendation system, web usage graph.

1. INTRODUCTION

Web recommendation system are very popular in recent year. The main goal of web recommendation system is to recommended the best suitable pattern to the user. In recent year, a large web recommendation system are very popular for the expansion of the World Wide Web has resulted. Web mining - is the application of data mining techniques to discover patterns from the World Wide Web or internet. Web mining can be classified into three different types such as Web usage mining, Web content mining and Web structure mining [7].Web sessions or web log data contain large amount of data about interaction of user with the webpage and web sites. Web usage mining is a process to discover usage and hidden interesting patterns from the web log data. The first task of Web Usage mining is pattern discovery & analysis. There are some methods based on tree structure like FP-growth, MFP, FTP those are suffering from problem of repetition of same item node and scan of database resulting more space requirement to store many copies of same item. Using graph, the main advantage of is that there is only one node for a page or item and node. So graph based technique using less memory. The structure of Web site can be represent as a graph, in which technique the web pages represent by nodes, and edges represent hyperlinks between the pages. User’s navigation on the Web site can be modeled as traversals on the graph. Capturing user’s access patterns in such environments is referred to as mining usage patterns. Each traversal can be represented as a sequence of nodes. Once the graph is created, valuable information such as frequent sequential usage patterns can be discovered.

2. RELATED WORK

Sagar More[1], In this paper improve mining web navigation patterns efficiently is by applying graph based technique and get surfing pattern. The flow of the navigation path, which shows actual traversing of user in the website. Here we apply modified graph traverse algorithm to make mining from throughout surfing pattern in efficient manner. The algorithm use the filtering technique which removes irrelevant data in web session. In this paper Graph based technique is work in two parts.
First part is graph construction and Second part is graph traversal. In this paper if large dataset is analyze that time complexity is created in generating graph and in execution time.

Dheeraj Kumar Singh, Varsha Sharma, Sanjeev Sharma[2] in this paper author represents the new technique for mining the web usage or log data by
creating a graph (web usage graph, pruned graph) and getting useful sequential access pattern. Firstly author takes input as log data and get cleaned data by removing multimedia, image, and unwanted data. Web usage graph is created by using cleaned data. Then pruned graph is created using frequent node and edges . And from pruned graph frequent access patterns is generate. And they showed how to discover useful access pattern with using graph.

Yao-Te Wang, Anthony J.T.Lee[3] In this paper author describes the concept of via-link and throughout surfing pattern (TSP). The acyclic TSP, cyclic TSP or partial cyclic TSP are explained. From the available web session or web log data initial path traversal graph is created. In this graph which node connected directly connected with edge and via-link. Here “from-to-via” link concept is used for Via-link. The initial path traversal graph is creating then repetition and unwanted data are deleted from that graph. Vertex(node) and edges whose count is less then minimum support count. After removing it frequent path traversal graph is generated. Form this as per DFS using push, pop action into Untracedstack one-by-one.

Manisha Valera, Uttam Chauha[4]. In this paper author represent the efficiently sequential pattern mining algorithm to discover frequent sequential access pattern from web log data. The algorithm from web access behavior of user web usage graph is created and then this graph is used to find out frequent sequential web access patterns. After that on the basis of that web recommendation system is created. In this algorithm preprocessing is done on input web server log and get list of different web access patterns visited in different patterns and after that web usage graph is created after that applying mining technique to mine useful sequential access pattern. And using this pattern web recommendation system is getting created.

3.GRAPH BASED TECHNIQUE

There are a many techniques of web recommendation system of Mining frequent access web navigation patterns. It uses frequent sequential pattern algorithm. It compromises of three basic steps which are - Construct a graph, Prune a graph, Mine a frequent sequential pattern from web usage graph. It emphasizes on to showing how frequent pattern discovery tasks can be accomplished by capturing complex user’s browsing behavior in to a graph data structure in order to obtain hidden useful user’s access patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph based Approach for Mining Frequent Sequential Access Patterns of Web pages[2]</td>
<td>Graph-based technique is used.</td>
<td>To capture user’s web access behaviour and Require less memory for storage,</td>
<td>More time required to generate graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Web navigation patterns with a path traversal graph[3]</td>
<td>Graph traverse algorithm is used.</td>
<td>Efficient and Effectiveness</td>
<td>Mining TSP from increment al databases. And more time require to generate graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Efficient Web Recommender System based on Approach of Mining Frequent</td>
<td>An efficient sequential pattern mining algorithm is used.</td>
<td>Takes less space of memory storage.</td>
<td>Increased computational complexity for sequential web access pattern mining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sequential Pattern from Customized Web Log Preprocessing[4] and maintainin
g a larger.

| Efficient Data Mining for Path Traversal Patterns[5] | Two algorithms FS (full-scan) and SS (selective-scan) Hashing technique is used. | Efficient and Effectiveness | It take more time to scan the database. More time require to generate graph. |

In this section we discussed many graph based techniques to mine the frequent sequential access pattern. But those techniques are time consuming to generate frequent pattern. And when bulk of data, that time the graph is made complex, it take more time. I am going to overcome this problem by applying my new technique, which I named path traversal graph based technique. Flowchart of this technique is as below.

4. CONCLUSION
Web Recommendation system plays an important role over recent years. It is widely used by the e-commerce websites. In this paper cover mining frequent access web patterns techniques which are used for better web recommendation. By applying graph based path traversal technique problem of time complexity that appears in graph based techniques can be easily solved.
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